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The History of Sustainability as an SPE Discipline
From Externally-Driven to a Business-Driven Source of Pride

• Engineering Solutions for 

Sustainability Workshop

in Lausanne AIST with SPE

• Sustainability standing 

committee formed

• JPT President’s editorial

• Webinar series

• Board approves

sustainability definition

• Proposal to develop 

sustainability training

program for members

• Sustainability PetroTalks

at HSSE-SR conference

• Sustainability speaker roster

• New subcommittees on 

“Metrics that Matter” and 

“Citizen Engineer”

• Sustainability award approved

• Proposal—Gaia Summit 

• Measuring What Matters

• Climate Strategy implemented

• 3 Distingished Lecturers

• MOU IOGP & IPIECA

• Webinar Program

• First Sustainability Panel 

at ATCE

• Task force on 

sustainability formed

• Two day training

program on Sustainability

Imperative developed

• Sustainable Development 

Technical Section formed

• Three workshops

on sustainability

• Sustainability Imperative training

• French Section conference 

on climate change

• Climate change strategy 

approved

2013

• 20HSE & ATCE

• Gaia Incubation

• Tech Sections SD 

integration

• GCS Energy Dot

• 3 DLS

• 3 Climate & ET Workshops

• Gaia Summit

• 19ATCE

• Bahrain Energy Summit

• GCS EnergyDot

• External Engagement

• Sustainability Award

• 1 DL

Source: Johana Dunlop, HSES TD, 2017-2020

• Gaia Summits Oman, 

Houston, Students

• Gaia Talks [global & 

regional]

• TREE program 

• DL program

• IPTC, ATCE, OTC, OE

• Gaia Launch & Deployment

• ~ 40 Gaia Talks

• 11 Climate & ET Workshops –

Gaia-enabled

• 21ATCE, 21OTC, Energy Dot

• YP Congress

• JPT Decarbonisation Edition

• Climate DL

2015 2017 2019 2021

2010–2012 2014 2016 2018 2020 2022



What is the SPE Gaia Sustainability Program? 

Unifying 
Brand

Ecosystem of 
Aligned 
Actors

Strategic 
Programming 
Framework

Three-Year Aspirations



The Gaia Summit – a proof-of-concept event – this is where it started

• 55 individuals 

• 8 stakeholder groups with 

• Breathtaking range of qualifications & experience

• Enabled by the collaboration of the SPE, AAPG, IOGP, 
IPIECA and OGCI

… ask themselves a big question …

How can we ensure that the oil and gas industry 
is on the right side of history?

… and through a facilitated process produced 
Pathways for action and Principles to ensure impact on Priorities…

In June 2019

How can we, the professional societies, contribute uniquely to address the tensions between 
humanity’s needs and the balance of the planet’s boundaries and complex systems and 
interdependencies that make life possible?



Principles Pathways Priorities

Aggregate 

Collaborate 

Engage 

Innovation 

Measuring what

Matters 

Listening &

Communication 
Social 

Responsibilities  

Natural Capital 

& Regeneration

Energy System 

Transformation

SPE Strengths Societal NeedsQuality & Ambition

9 Element Strategic Programming Framework 
Engaging and empowering engineers and scientists to generate scale and act with urgency & purpose 

Moving needles, not just ticking boxes Being additional Bringing the outside in



3-year goals: Gaia programming framework in action   

2021:  “Empowering our members”
• Build sustainability fluency and  foster agency among members – start bottom-up movement in service 

of sustainable development
• Disseminate top-down sustainability efforts of associations and companies
• Start to crack the “sustainability glass floor” [c] and accelerate operations uptake 
• Help the industry navigate toward a future energy system – integrated, clean, inclusive with oil and gas 

as the linchpin

2022:  “Moving needles, not just ticking boxes”
• Create flagship events that deploy SPE strengths in producing “additional “contributions to strong 

sustainability performance by the industry.
• Take knowledge back into our companies, align with their ambitions and embed into the way they 

innovate and operate
• Help industry professionals upskill to find their role in contributing to the energy system transformation

2023: “Shatter the sustainability glass floor”
• See evidence of our strategic and additional impact on the industry 
• Shatter the sustainability glass floor that separates top-down efforts from the core of the industry
• Ecosystem and repository of bottom-up innovations and practices manifested in SPE event 

programming, OnePetro papers, discipline White Papers, SPE Live events, etc.



An inclusive, vibrant,
and rapidly growing
community – inside 
and outside SPE!



An inclusive, vibrant,
and rapidly growing
community – inside 
and outside SPE!



“Give me   a place to stand, and a lever long enough, 

and I   will move the world. ” 

— Archimedes

us

we


